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Academicism and the Amateur Avant-Garde in the Post-Cultural 

Revolution Period (1979-1984) 

·10 a certain degree, it was Mao's revolutionary pop 

art that haired the experimental practice of the 

cultural avant-garde of the early twentieth century. 

·1 he coral modernity and cul rural avant-garde 

projects initiated by the May Fourth Movemenc 

vrere also exaggerated by Mao's Cultural Revolution. 

'J he synthesis of religion, science, and art represented 

by the first generation of Chinese intellectuals and 

artists was replaced by Mao's total revolution, which 

was oriented coward increased scrutiny and various 

kinds of cultural rectification. Mao's ambitious and 

utopian project ended with his death in 1976. 

Ir was nor until rwo years after th,lt important 

moment, however, that the conclusion of the 

Cultural Revolution would allow any new activity 

to appear in the Chinese arc world. A revival of the 

culwral avant-garde did not fully emerge until the 

mid- I 980s. from a political point of view, public 

commissions generated around the end of the 

Cultural Revolution, in 1977 and 1978, continued 

the legacy of the Cultural Revolution and simply 

substituted the icons of China's new leaders, such as 

I lua Guofeng, for those of the old. 

New Chinese art activities began to appear after 

several crucial changes in the Chinese political and 

cultural situation took place. In 1978, Beijing held a 

national congress to consider the mistakes made by 

Mao and rhe 1.ealors of rhe Culrural Revolmion. '[he 
policy of opening co the West followed, along wirh the 

slogan "Seek truth from faces" (Shishi qiushi). 1hese 

circumstances encouraged people co express their 

long-suppressed desires to explore new art forms and 

to satisfy their demand for self-expression. In 1979, 

new art groups and painting trends began to emerge. 

Ti·ends in an developed along with those in other 

areas of intellectual activity. Between 1978 and 1980, 

newspapers and magazines published many articles 

based on interpretations of Deng Xiaoping's slogan, 

"Practice is the only measure of truth" (Shiji1111 shi 

ji1111y11n zhenli de wezyi biaozh1111). ·11ie idea that truth 

was no more than a hypervalidated practical reality 

caused Chinese people, who were disillusioned by 
the Cultural Revolution, co shift their values to 

pragmatism and individualism. Beginning in about 

1981, philosophers began discussing questions of 

humanism and alienation. 1 "[his discussion was 

initiated by renewed research on Karl Marx's 1844 

"Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts." It used 

Marx's theory, developed in his yourh, criticizing 

alienation and emphasizing humanism, to indirectly 

criticize the suppression of human nature in Mao's 

period, in particular during rhe Cul rural Revolution. 

'lhis discussion reached an importanc climax in 

1983; the simultaneous philosophical debates 

promoted an awareness among Chinese people of 

the need to develop a modern and progressive society 

to accompany the planned economic development. 

'[ hese debates couched on human values, the 

humanist philosophical position, human dignity, 

human rights, and finally, human freedom. 

Conservatives within the Communist Parry 

immediately counterattacked by initiacing the 

political campaign against spiritual pollution (fan 
jinvhen u111ran) in 1983. In rhe arr world, the firsr 
culcural rectification was launched co criticize self

expression and the inAuence of modern, Western 

abstract arr. Ultimately, 1984 was contemporary 

Chinese art's most dismal time. '[ he Sixth :----lational 

Arr Exhibition was very backward-looking, and there 

were no official activities of new art caking place 

except one avant-garde exhibition, held in Lanzhou, 

Gansu province. ·1 he campaign of suppression, along 
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wirh rhe conservative Sixth National Arr Exhibition, 

however, evenrually stimulared a new avant-garde. 

·1 he greatest consequence of rhis historical moment 

was the emergence of the '85 avanr-garde movement 

(85 qirmwei _y11ndo11g). 'J hcrcfore, we may call the arr 

of the period from the end of rhe Cul rural Revolution 

in 1976 ro 1984 the post-Cultural Revolution (hou 

wenge) period. 

The new inreresr in humanism, or re11d11ozlmyi, 

reveals a pursuit of a kind of modern identity 

tr:inscending cbss, such :is those exemplified hy 

workers, peasants, revolurionary inherirors, or the 

proletarian in general. "lhercfore, humanism in 

che particular Chinese concexc after the Culcural 

Revolution means declassification (qujiejihua). • I he 

"individual" not only refers to :t particular individual. 

but more imporranrly can be abstracrly defined as 

any ordinary, nonpoliticized Chinese person. And 

furchermore, this ideal nonpolitical Chinese person 

can be representative of truth, goodness, and beauty, 

i.e., what is conceived of as the true human nature 

uncorrupted by any political propaganda. 

Consequently, these ordinary, nonpoliticized 

people-equivalent to ''nonpolluted human 

beings"-bccamc the major subject matter in the arr 

of academic realism in rhe lare 1970s and early 1980s. 

In the same academic circles, apart from rhis realistic 

academicism, there was also a large group of artists 

who favored abstract and decorative art in a stylistic 

sense. 'Jhe apolitical for them was manifested in their 

chosen subjects, which included landscapes, still lifes, 

and portraits. "lhere was also a circle that consisted 

of various self-organized arr salons (lm11/mi), outside 

the academy and official organizations. TI1ese lm11/mi 

can be viewed as the "amateur avanr-garde," who 

pursued individual freedom in their priv:ite sp:ice in 

the form of salon gatherings while rhey made modern 

paintings and poetry. The first quality of rhese groups 

was the fact that they were all self-taught artists. 'lhe 
second quality was the lack of integration between 

their ":irr for :ire's sake" :tttitudes and rheir political 

senrimenrs rhar soughr for individual freedom. 'Ilic 

limited political circumstances combined wich the 

new cultural resources made this avant-garde practice 

merely skeletal; in other words, not yet a complete 

culrural avant-g:irde or rota! moderniry projecr. 'lhe 

social cririque embedded in rhe amareur avant-garde, 

66 

however, was far more crirical and radical rhan rhe 

critical themes promulgated by che academic realists, 

because the latter were framed by the general national 

policy reforms at this particular historical moment. 

"Scar" Art and Rustic Realism 

Among the academics, realism was the dominant 

discourse of the post-Cultural Revolution period. TI1is 

phenomenon can be understood as the continuity 

of the previous predilection for social realism ,vhen 

combined wirh a changing subject matcer bditring 

the government's policies of reform. Social realism, 

as previously stated, was also as the byproduct of che 

Soviet-influenced Chinese art education system. 

One of the most striking aspects of Chinese 

contemporary arr of rhe lasr rhree decades has been 

the ceaseless development and evolution of che notion 

of realism, partiwbrly in painting, phorography, 

and film. In particular, it is the specificity of Chinese 

hisrorical conditions that Westerners have a tendency 

ro overlook, as the Chinese have absorbed, by 

osmosis, the entire history of the Western tradition 

of mimetic representation since the time of Plato. 

·1 his perspective goes along with an ideological (as 

well :is marker) view which is in favor of a simple 

social narrative of the "current China." 

Speaking from this perspective, China's version 

of realism, especially in the last three decades, can 

be seen as a uniquely Chinese development chat 

spontaneously emerged b:ised on rhe ninereenth

cenrury tradition of social realism. Social realism, 

speaking broadly, has been seen as an international 

phenomenon, including movements such as the 

nineteenth-cenrury Russian Peredvizhniki, the 

Mexican muralists of the 1930s, and Americ:in 

painters of rhe early twenrieth cemury, such as the 

American Ashcan School. Tc differs from socialist 

realism in that it is not controlled by national 
ideologies, but rather represents the intellectual 

circle's independent consideration :ind critique of 

social reality. Social realism ofren focuses on rhe 

life of che lower classes, but reflects ic through the 

intellectuals' essentialist and liberal democratic 

ideas of society, and the artists of the West who 

participated in this style were overwhelmingly from 

cl ire backgrounds replete wirh special privileges. 
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During rhe pasr twenty years in China, many 

differenr manifesrarions of rhe legacy of social realism 

have appeared, including "scar" painting, rustic 

realism. cynical realism, rhe "new generation," and 

most recently urban realism, ro name just a few. All of 

rhese realisms may partially fir rhe basic characrerisrics 

of rhar designation, such as a free and independent 

critical perspective or attention ro ordinary people. 

Nonetheless, we have to be aware that there is always 

an ambiguity among these realisms in rhe Chinese 

context of the pasr three decades. On rhe one hand, 

the arrisrs committed rhemsclves ro serving as a 

critical voice examining society, and on the other 

hand, they also continued in the tradition of Mao-era 

socialist realism, making their arr easily corrupted and 

co-opted by marker forces due ro irs popped, kirsch 

narure. for insrance, rhe realism of rhe posr-Culrural 

Revolution period reveals the inrdlcctuals' criticisms 

of the Culrural Revolution, bur it never approaches 

an institutional (whether artistic or political) critique. 

Perhaps the best example of this inherent corruption 

is the phenomenon of cynical realism, for it attempts 

to launch a social critique while wholeheartedly 

embracing commercial opportunism.' 

Consequently, the social critique present in 

China's academic realism of the post-Culwral 

Revolution period remains a mere change in subject 

matter. Mao\ art only allowed duce types of wbject 

matter: images chat glorified revolurionary history, 

images that glorified Mao's leadership, and images that 

depicted the happy quotidian life of rhe proletariat, 

including workers, soldiers, and peasants. ·11ie 

socialist re:1lism of the Mao period explicitly idealized 

a hypothetical "proletarian society" and attempted to 

create a propagandist framework advocating a socialist 

utopia. In contrast, the academic realism of the late 

1970s carried different themes, such as the unhappy 

life of intellectuals, or tales of the Revolutionary 

leadership and hisrory rhar we,·e overshadowed 
or exaggerated during the Culcural Revolution. 

Images of important, newly prominent figures such 

as Zhu De, Liu Shaoqi, and Zhou Enlai suddenly 

proliferated in realistic arr during the post-Cultural 

Revolution period, particularly in rhe Sixrh :--Jarional 

Art Exhibition which was held in the National Arc 

Museum of China in 1984. In comparison, there 

were surprisingly few images of Mao.' 

'hvo types of academic realist art emerged: ''scar 

arr" (shanghm /mi/ma), which emerged in 1979 and 

principally described the calamities and spiritual 

wounds caused by the Cultural Rcvolurion, and "rustic 

realism" (xi1111gru xieshi zlmJ1i), which sought ro express 

a humanistic feeling by depicting ordinary shepherds 

and peasants.·• Artists of these two rypes were of the 

former Red Cuard generation, some of whom had 

excelled at painting in the Cultural Revolution style.' 

In lace 1968, about cwo years after the beginning of 

rhe Culrural Revolution, when rhey were teenagers, 

most of chem were sent ro the remote countryside for 

reeducation by pea5ant5. When the an schools were 

reopened in 1979. many were selected and enrolled 

in arc a cad em ies as new graduate students. • I he end 

of rhe Cultural Revolution completely destroyed their 

dreams of making a perfect world and dismantled 

their great loyalty to Mao. 

'I he scar artists endeavored ro represent real scenes 

from the Cultural Revolution to stimulate people to 

recall their past suffering ''in order to show the purity, 

loyalty, and love inherent in the tragedy of their 

generation. 1l1ey wanted co represent the beautiful 

things that were coldly destroyed by the naked 

brutal reality."<, ·1hey reexperienced the struggles 

with the zealous Red Guards and the downtrodden 

life of reeducated srudents through rhe creation of 

paintings illustrating che emotional wounds inAicted 

on the Chinese populace. Scar art attempted ro 

liquidate the u ropian passion of their generation 

as expressed during the Cultural Revolution. For 

example, the pain ring '/he Snow 01111 Cl'/'lttin Dr~y of 

1968 and the illustrations of the short story" Maple" 

depict tragic scenes of the battles between different 

Red Guard groups caused by different orientations 

coward Mao's leadership during the first two years of 

rhe Cultural Revelation. ·1hese subjects could only 

be undertaken following the death of Mao, when 

rhc culr of his personaliry was being reexamined by 
Chinese intellectuals. Overwhelmingly, the subject 

matter of each painting is, in fact, aurobiographical. 

·1 hese paintings represent the tragic fare of a 

generation that experienced a schizophrenic double 

allegiance, as rhey porrrayed themselves borh as 

heroes (for protecting Mao's ideology) and as victims 

of that same ideology. ·1 he moment that marked 

the emergence of the scar art phenomenon was the 
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exhibition organized to celebrate the founding of the 

People's Republic of China, "Sichuansheng qingzhu 

guoqing cia.nshi zhounian zhanlan," depicting 

thiny years in Sid1ua11 province. It was hdJ in die 

Sichuan Provincial Museum in Zhcngdu city in 
October of 1979. In the exhibition, major artists of 

scar painting such as Cheng Conglin, Luo Zhongli, 
and Gao Xiaohua displayed their works, including 

Cheng Conglin's 7he Snow on a Certain Da_y of 1968 
(Yijiuliubrmim, moyuemore xue) and Gao Xiauhua's 

Why? ( Weishenme?). 

ln 7he Snow on a Cenain Day of 1968 it seems 

the author attempted to represent a monumental 

moment that cook place on the street. A defeated 

Red Guard group led by a white-shirted female 
student, caught by the victors, are coming our from 

a huilding where a hrucal haule has just taken place. 

On the two sides of the gate, all kinds of townsmen 

have come to look at the tragic scene, including a 

reacher of the Red Guards who was accused of being a 

counterrevolutionary and subjected to a punishment 
of sweeping the street every day. Boch sides, however, 

are illustrated as heroic as well as victims. Liu Yulian, 

Chen Yiming, and Li Bin's Maple paintings illustrate 

the story with rhat name, in which a couple of 

young lovers break up and become separated into 

two opposed Red Guard groups. In a hacde, all her 

comrades have died and she is left standing on the 

roof of a building. She jumps down to her death; by 

68 Chapter 2 

Figure 2.1 

Cheng Conglin. The Snow on a Cenain Day of 1968, 1979. 

Figure 2.2 

Liu Yulian, Chen Yi ming, and Li Bin, Maple No. 18, 1979. 
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figure 2.3 

Gao Xiaohua, Why?, 1978. 

rhe end, her boyfriend is executed for a murder. Luo 

7.hongli's Orphrm depic1s a child missing her farher, 

who was persecuted to death by the Red Guard. Gao 

Xiaohua's Why?il111srraresseveral Red C.uard srudenrs 

falling into a depressive and silent moment after a 

barrle has ended; they are questioning the purpose of 

the battle, even the chaos of the Cultural Revolution. 

Scar an was l]Uickly lullowtd in tl11:: tarly 1980s 

by a trend that has been labeled rusric realism (xiangtu 

xieshi z.huyi).7 111ese p;1in1 ings depict ordinary cir izens 

in a similarly realistic manner, particularly pcasanrs, 
shepherds, ;111d rn i11ori1 y people. Mos, rus, ic re;1lis1 

artists had achieved recognition in the scar group. 
They shifted their attention from depicting their 

own experiences and observations during the 
Cultural Revolution ro representing "rite Ocher," 

or China's minority peoples, which number over 
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fifcy ethnic groups. 'lhese exotic peoples, distinctly 

different from the majority Han peoples, had been 

encountered by rhe anises during che years they had 

spent working in the coLmtryside. 1heir unidealized, 

often rather melancholy view of these people may be 

linked with the concern for humanism chat swept 

China's inrcllcctuab <luring chis pcriu<l. 

Like the scar artists, che rustic realise painters 

used their highly developed technical skills in 

the service of socially critical subject matter. for 

example, in the oil pain ring Father, by Luo Zhongli, 

the arrist creates an ugly, hard image of an old man 
by using naruralisric colors and the techniques of 

phororealism. Every derail-a wrinkled and weather

beaten face, a pair ofhard-working hands, an old bowl 

used hy preceding generations, rhe yellow sand in rhe 

warer in rhe bowl-seems co rell a srory, suggesting 

an old, poor peasant engaged in backbreaking 

work, ready ro drink from a bowl of muddy warer 

during a short break from his labors in a mountain 

village. 'lhe painter placed rhe peasant's eyes just in 
line with rhc viewer's, intensifying rhc vision of his 

monotonous and destitute life, repeated generation 
afrer gencrarion, on rhe same piece of soil.A 

In chis case, whar rhe rustic painrer arremprs 
co reveal is not a particular "furher," rather the 

scare of humanicy in general, in rhe form of a good 

:111d he:111riFul natural ideal. Tr is very ahsrr:icr and 

cranscends rhe subject's class identity. 'lhe goal of 

rhe rustic realists was ro express rhis h11111aniscic 

ideal by freezing time (everything is old. original, 

and changeless) and eliminating social and hisroricnl 

evidence from rhe subject. However, they focused on 

specific derails as examples to closely investigate the 

values of ordinary life, such as the father's wrinkles 

and hands which suggest hard work and diligence. 

They arc totally heroic, even numb, and have 
1101 hing 10 dn wir h I he gre;Hness nf I he pe;1s;rn1s seen 

in Cultural Revolution posters. 
1l1is approach perhaps closely marched rhe 

government's open policy at rhc rime. Between 1978 
and 1980, new.~papers and maga7.ines puhlished 

many articles on Deng Xiaoping's slogan "Practice 
is the only measure oF truth" (Shijian shi jianyan 

zhenli de weiyi biaozhun). The idea that truth is not 

;1hs1rac1, h111 rnrher whm is experienced, nhserved, 

and measured in daily life, caused Chinese who 
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Figure 2.4 

Chen Danqing, Tibetan Series: Going to Town, 1980. 
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Figure 2.5 

Luo Zhongli, Father, 1980. 
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were disillusioned by rhe Culrural Revolurion w 

shifr rheir values ro pragmatism and individual 

observations. 'I herefore, the desire to "seek truth" 

resulted not only in a change in subject matter from 

Mao's revolutionary subjects to the non revolutionary 

daily life of the people, bur also in a call for a "true" 

realistic method, which was very much i11Aue11ced by 

the critical realism of the nineteenth-century Russian 

Peredvizhniki in scar art, as well as by photorealism 

and the work of Andrew Wyeth ( 1917-2009), an 

American painter similar to the rustics.'' 

With the incencion of "seeking cruch," che scar 

and ruscic painters adopted a photorealist approach. 

In the illustrations based on the short story "Maple," 

rather than portraying Jiang Qing (Mao's wife) and 

Lin Biao (Mao's ''betrayer") as deformed caricatures

the sryle favored by rhcir contemporaries co cririci1.e 

che Gang of Four (Sirmb1111g)-thc artists simply 

copied news photographs of Jiang and Lin for 

their illustrations, without any defacement. • I his 

photorealisc sryle immediately shocked rhe arr world 

of 1979, as audiences were accustomed to a mechod of 

representation that either idealized or caricatured. ·1 his 

attempt at a neutral stance represents a very important 

step away from the previous socialist realism, at a time 

in Chinese arr when the convenrions and sryles of 

Mao's socialise realism were still very much in use. 

In 1978, innumerable caricatures of the Cang 

of Four and of Lin Biao had been created and were 

the only acceptable way to depict these subjects.'! he 

neurral depicrion of Jiang Qing and Lin Biao in rhe 

"Maple" illustrations sparked a debate in the Chinese 

arr world about the relationship between moral 

truth and the representation of physical appearance. 

·1 he debate became so heated and widespread that 

authorities halted the distrihurion of rhe issue of 

rhe joumfll of l/!11stmtio11 (Lirmhuflll huflbno) rhar 

published the illustrations for "Maple." Although 

the question seems quite simple and even naive, it 
was a step forward for the post-Culrural Revolution 

period.Ill furthermore, ir was the first time that 

conremporary Chinese artists used a postmodern 

method co explore the ambiguous nature of reality. 

Although American photorealism inAuenced rustic 

painting in rhe early l 980s, 11 there is a fundamental 

difference between these rwo phenomena. ')he 

former was part of postmodern artistic praxis since 

72 2 

Liu Yulian. Chen Yiming. and Li Bin, Maple No. 1. 1979. 

the I 970s, in which painters attended to details 

wirh photographic precision, hoping through such 

arrenrion ro achieve "disrorrion" and rhus ro reveal 
rhe constructed narure of reality. '!he rustic realist 

painters of China, on the other hand, used phororcalist 

techniques in order to achieve honest observation and 

an expression of rhe truth of human life. 

Moreo\'er, rhc realistic rechniqucof rusricpainring 

was derived from the socialist realist tradition. One 

of the fundamental techniques of the socialist realism 

of Mao's era was the use of a staged or photographic 
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Figure 2.7 

Liu Yulian, Chen Yiming, and Li Bin, Maple No. 14, 1979. 

Figure 2.8 

Li Jingyang, Revolutionary "Flag Bearer," 1977. 

Fig um 2.9 

Chen Maozhi, Six of One and Half a Dozen of the Other (Ban jing ba 

liang), 1977. 
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view ro frame a glorious hisrorical scene in order ro 

communicare rhe oursranding successes of rhc ruling 

leaders and rhe happy. prosperous lives of rhe masses. 

"lhis nearly phorographic style was adopted in order 

to make the picture appear more real, and therefore 

more convincing, or "rrurhful," ro rhe masses. '!he 

bcsr example is Sun /.ixi's 1959 oil painting Ju ri·out 
of 'f'ian'rtnmen (see figure 1.22), in which the artist 

used a phorographic style to represent a peasant 

family's happy life. '!he painting, however, docs not 

attempt to highlight the family, but rather the state, 

which is symbolized by rhc monumenral Tian'anmen 

Square as well as by Mao's portrait, centered above, 

and seemingly among, rhe family members. Mao, 

rhe painring suggests, is the true father of both the 

family :rnd the nation. 

Compared with the nationalist-ideological 

"reality" expressed in ln Front of Tim1'rt111nen, Luo 

Zhongli's Father expresses a critique independent 

April 1979, the first exhibition of the April Photo Society. outside the 

Orchid Door of Zhongshan Park. Photograph provided by Li Xiaobin. 

74 2 

of rhe intellecwal class, and the photographic 

"realiry" of Father is in line wirh rhc lived realiry 

of rhe common people. Nor surprisingly, in 1979 
Luo's painting moved many people, and some even 

suggested that it hang above the Tian'anmen gate in 

place of Mao's porrrair. 'lhe painting itself, however, 

contains a contradiction between its own srarus as 

moral monument and the real, quiet, and ordinary 

peasant that it depicts, inasmuch as the truly ordinary 

is, in face, the opposite of rhe monumencal. In orher 

words, Father is not a portrait in the common sense of 

portrairure, because neither rhe artist nor rhe audience 

pay~ ,mention to the identity of the subject. Tr i~ not 

a portrait of an individual. bur rather a portrait of 

a rypc of spirirualiry recognized by all rhc Chinese 

people in that particular period. In ancient China, 

the subjects of portraits were emperors, ancestors, and 

literati officials. 1l1e portraits were never intended to 

be shown in public, bur rather circulated in private. 
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'I herefore, even as the rustic realist painters 

appropriated the monumental sryle and phororealist 

techniques of the previous socialist realists, they 

also inadverrenrly incroduced the postmodern 

device of contradiction, thus subverting the original 
111unu111e11Lality. ·1 Iii~ legacy of antiportraiLUn:, which 

was initiated by Luo's Father, was later transformed 
into "big head" (dnlian hun) painting, a major 

characteristic of the cynical rc..1.lism of the 1990s 
(discussed in chapter 8). 

It is ironic that when the whole nation of China 
was asked to look forward, the rustic realist painrers 

insisted on looking backward, downward, and inward 

through their images of rural misery, stark poverty, 

and the rudimentary world of backbreaking peasant 

coil so characteristic of rural China's "primitive," or 

at the very least marginal, regions. Simulra11eously, 
in literarnre the "searching for roots" (xungcn) school 

led to a preference for the rustic and rural in both 

subjecr marter and style. 12 

One of the most important facets of twentieth

cenmry Chinese culture was rhe look backward 

co traditional or native "roots" to explore certain 
widespread modern aesthetic values. ·1 his also 

reflects the vacillation of rwentieth-century 
Chinese incellecrnals berween an all-embracing 

hum;mirnri:mism and narcissism; bcrween social 

responsibility and elitist escapism; between the reality 

of those close ro the soil and rhe representations of a 

conscrucced, imaginary utopia. 

ln comparison with academic realism, rhe first 

self-organized photography organization in Beijing, 

known as the April Photo Society (Siyue yinglmi), 

seems more critical of contemporary society and 

authority. Roth rake the ordinary as their subject 

mam;r, bur rhc latter is truly critical and thus 

represents rhe rrue continuum nfsocial realism. 

Founded in April 1979 by Li Xiaobin and Wang 

Zhiping, the April Photo Socierywas the first unofficial 

phocography organization in China following the 

Cultural Revolution. Shortly after its founding, rhe 

April Photo Society held a phoro exhibition entitled 
"Nature-Sociery-Mrm," which showed pictures 

taken by its members documenting a Tian'anmcn 

demonsrrario11. This caused a grear sensation and 

controversy ar rhc time. Later on. in 1980 and 1981, 

rhis phorn society held rwo orher exhibitions. 1
•
1 

Li Xiaobin was not only the initiator of the 

April Phom Sociery, bur is also considered one of 

the founders of the photodocumentary movement 

during the new era in China. He has reported on 

typical events of every era since 1 'J75. A representative 

exam pit i~ his The Perwn Who Appmfetl lo 1he Cenlml 

Authority (Shangfang zhe), a picture that could not 
be published until nine years after its making, when 

it was praised as the earliest and most representative 
work of documenrary photography in China. 

According to Li Xiaobin, the picture was taken in 
November 1977, when he passed an old man on his 

way from the main entrance of the forbidden City 

ro Tian'anmen Squan:. Upon seeing him, Li said 

he "had an impulse, a very incense impulse. With 

heavily bearing heart and shaking hands, he felt 

that he was obliged to rake the picture. He must do 

ir."14 From 1976 to 1979, Li rook a large number 

l'igure 2.11 

Li Xiao bin, The Person Who Appealed to the Central Authority, 1977. 
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of picrures recording numerous highly significanr 

social and historical events, including the April 

Fifth Tian'anmen Demonsrration, the accusation 

of rhe Gang of four, rhe 1978 Dernocr:icy Wall 

phenomenon in Beijing's Xi<lan disrricr, rhe appeals 

of rhc very many ciry-brcd ycr rccducarcd yourhs who 

were rewrning co the cities, and finally the outdoor 

exhibition by the Stars. ln the April Photo Society, 

the social critique was much more straightforward, 

liberal, and humanirarian rhan that of the scar and 

rustic movements. 

"lhe style of rustic realism continued to develop 

during the I 980s. Afrer rhe mid-1980s, however, 
ir became an increasingly decorative form of exotic 

painring, and by rhe 1990s it was one of the most 

popular sources for commercial art. ·1 he rustic realise 

painters began by creating an imaginary utopian 

world on metaphorical earthly soil wirh strong 

socially critical implicarions. Yer evenrually, co their 

detriment, these artists found escape in the exotic 

world of self-indulgence. 
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Li Xiaobin, April Fifth Tia11'a11men De111c,11stration, 1976. 
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Li Xiaobin, Democracy Wall, 1978. 
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"Art for Beauty" in the New Academicism 

Western-type an academies emerged 111 Chi11a i11 

the early twentieth century. 'lhe National Beiping 

(as Reiji11g was the11 k11ow11) Art School, the lrrst 

modern narional arr school, was founded in l 'Jl8; 
its director was Lin Fengmian, who, as mentioned 

above, was trained in f>aris and was very interested in 

synrhcsrling Chinese traditional and We.stern modern 

arc. The second national art school, the Hangzhou 

National Academy of Art (Hangzhou yizhuan), was 

established in 1928. Around the same time, many 

private art schools ope11ed and departments of lrne 

arr were established in some normal colleges (shifan 

xu1·xirro, univc:rsitic:s that train Lc:acl1c:rs). Ma11y 

influential artists, such as Lin l;engmian, Liu Haisu, 

Figure 2.14 

Chen Junde, Suow Sce11ery iu Fuxi11g Park, 1978. 
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and Xu Beihong, were trained in Paris and then 

caught in art academies after they returned co China. 

-lhe arc educational system was strongly 

supported by Cai Yuanpci, d1c influential educator 

and philosopher of modern China's history, who 

had taken a position as the first president of the 

National Educational Ministry of the Republic of 

China in 191 I. Under his policy advocating the 

Westernization of cducarion and his promotion of 
rationalist aestheticism with the phrase "Replace 

religion with aesthetic education" (Meiyu dni 

zongjiao), during the first half of the twentieth 

century many different arc styles were practiced in the 

nrt ncademies, ;is determined by the different inrere.~ts 

of the directors and teachers. 11 Neoclassicism, French 

realism, impre.~sionism, cubism, and futurism as well 
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as ocher styles inAuenced the academic painters. 

Among the various isms, rrench realism was 

advocated by Xu Bcihong, and various modernist 

sl-yics from impressionism co cubism were favored 

by Lin Fengmian, Liu I iaisu, Pang Xunqin, and Ni 

Yide. Western styles were rranslared and i nregrared 

inro the Chinese painters' practices. Almost all the 

academic painters in the early twentieth cenmry 

attempted to create a new Chinese modern art in 

which Western arr forms could be combined with 

naditional aesthetic aspects, such as the themes 

and form of literati painting, all in the hopes that 

a new Chinese style would be perfectly realized. 

'lhe national arr schools, especially rhe l langzhou 

National Academy of Arr, culrivared a number of 

artists who then became rhe central members of the 

New Art movemenr in rhe 1930s. 

After the founding of the People's Republic 

of China in 1949, Xu Beihong's French realism 

immediately became the predominant academic 

visual language and the basis for the educational 

model, at least until the socialist realism of the Soviet 

Union began to dominate the Chinese art academics 

around the middle of I 950s, as discussed in the last 

chapter. ']he other Western modern styles, even those 

favored by inAuenrial Chinese modernists such as 

Lin Fengmian, were eliminated and outlawed until 

after rhe end of the Cul rural Revolution. 

A new academicism (xi11x11eyu11n zh11_)1i) emerged 

two years after the end of the Culrural Revolurion. 

'!his new academicism might have had nothing 

ro do with the issue of modernity at the moment 

immediately following the Culmral Revolution, 

except that the goal of its visual form was to reveal 

human perceptions and desires for beaury as these 

were articulated by the Beijing Oil Swdy Society 

(Beijing }'Ouhua )'a,tjiuhui dis1111ci zha11!m1): "We 

will ~rrive to create rhe new oil paintings expre~sing 

human feelings and rhe people's love from mulriple 
perspectives in a true democratic environment.""' Tes 

main clements can be summarized as: (I) apolitical 

themes; (2) an elegant, refined style; (3) a belief 

thar the purpose of the creation of arr is rechnical 

experimentation (cln111/m11 y11ym1); and (4) a rejection 

of any spiritual or conceptual emphasis. 1 

·1 his trend of "art for art's sake," therefore, had 

already lost the energy required to pursue modernity 

as did the first generation in rhe early twentieth 

century, rhough srylistically these arrisrs still looked 

for a synthesis of East and \Vest (zhongxi hebi). The 

new academicism marked a departure from any 

proactive culrural or social involvement. 

In 1979 and 1980, many "oil painting research 

groups" (you/ma ymtjiu /mi) were devoted to rhe study 

of European painting traditions, and consequencly 

they represented the peak of the new academicism. 1
~ 

'J he leading painrers of rhe nend were artists who 

had devored themselves to socialist realist painting 

before. Among them, Jin Shangyi, ·who was born in 

1934 and wa~ the director of the Cemral Academy 

of Fine Arr from 1985 to 2003, has been the most 

influential advocate of the new academicism and 

the leading figure of the Beijing Oil Srudy Society. 

'!he subject marrer of his painring changed over 

time from Mao's political topics to portraiture. 

Meanwhile, tradirional-sryle Chinese painting was 

revitalized after rhe Cultural Revolution, undergoing 

aesthetic investigation and launching a similar new 

academic style against the propagandist ink painting 

of the Maoist era. 

Several important experimental exhibitions took 

place in Shanghai and Beijing. in which most of the 

·works shown were landscapes, figures, and still lifes.1
'' 

In February 1979 a group of nvclve ;mists aged 30 to 

48, including Kong Boji and Chen June.le, organized an 

exhibition called the '"l,vclve-f>erson Show" ("Shicrren 

huazhan") at rhe Palace oflnfancs in I Iuangpu district. 

·1 his was China's first modernist show si nee the middle 

of the twentieth century. 'lhe works were inAuenced 

by impressionism and postimpressionism, which was 

considered radical in the post-Cultural Revolution 

context, although the subjects were traditional (birds, 

Aowcrs, landscapes. ere.). 

'!he "New Spring Painting" exhibition ("Xinchun 

huahui zhanlan"), which opened in February 1979 at 

Sun Var-sen Pa1·k in Beijing, was rhe firsr important 
group exhibirion of its type in the city. ll1e show 

featured some forty artists from different generations, 

including influenrial older arrists such as Liu Haisu 

(1896-1997) and Wu Zuorcn (1908-1995), all 

of whom advocated an apolitical approach co art

making. 

Another significant moment in the development 

of the new acadcmicism came in September 1979, 
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when several murals were unveiled at the Beijing 

lnrernational Airport. Yuan Yunshcng's Wnter

Splmhing Festival: Ode to Lifi, (Poshuijie: Shmgming 

de Zm,ge) included nude female figures, which 

triggered a serious controversy over nudity in public 

arr.' 0 'lhe subject is a romantic festival which rakes 

place in rhe Dai minority are:i in Yunn:in province. 

The artist was fascinated by the exotic life and vitality 

of the Dai people. The painting had nothing ro 

do with politics. Because of strong criticism from 

some conservatives who considered the painting 

pornographic and demoralizing, rhe mural was 

boarded over in 1981. Yuan Yunshcng, the painter, 

therefore became not only the representative of what 

was then known as "aestheticism," bm also a martyr 

ro the pursuit ofbeaury. ' 1 

·1 he debate over acadcrnicism and individual style 

cominued during this period. A typical manifesto of 

this new ac:idemicism is an article entitled ''Abstract 

Aesthetic" ("Lun chouxiangmei") by Wu Guanzhong 

(b. 1919), a i-;rench-trained painter of the older 

generation who argued against the dominant forms 

of realism in favor of"absrract beauty," or "no subject, 
just form."!! 

Wirh his thought rhat abstract beauty was the 

presentation of real perceptions of noble human 

qualities, Wu Guanzhong clearly opposed Western 

modernism in the sense of its conceptual and 

philosophical approach. 'Jhe quality of We~rern 

modern arr was, in his words, also validated by 

its beauty In :iddition, he believed th:it :ibstr:ict 

beauty had existed in China since anciem times, 

in the elaborate literati landscape garden culwre, 

calligraphy, the pursuit of pine tree form, and Qi 

Baishi's paintings. As far as he was concerned, 

"somewhere between likeness and non likeness" is the 

right place for abstract beauty.!' 

With his ideaof"abstraerbeaury,"Wu Cuanzhong 

became a srandard-bearer of aestheticism, and his 
thoughts encouraged the production of a large 

number of works featuring che pursuit of decorative 

art and srylizarion, including rhe poinr-line-surface 

ink pain rings that he himself produced ar the rime. 

·1 his apolitical, or "arr for arc's sake," arriwde became 

che major official style apart from academic realism. 

Very interestingly, in the late l 970s and 

early 1980s Chinese artiscs, no matter whecher 
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Yuan Yunsheng, Water-Splashing Festival: Ode to Lile, 1979. 
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Figure 2.16 

Wu Guanzhong, Landscape, 1979. 

underground or academic, were all fond of talking 

abour the "absrracr," for ir was synonymous wirh 

Western modernist art. In addition, in the eyes of the 

conservative official camp "absrracr" was equivalent 

ro rhe contemporary Western decadent school and 

liberalism. Mo<lemism always bore rhe brunr in each 

official political campaign, while the term "abstract" 

in fact became a byword for illegal arr. 

The illegitimacy of abstract art was even touched 

upon in a discussion of abstraction conducted in 

the magazine Art Monthly, and consequendy the 
rerm "absrracr" was deemed ro be represemative of 

decadenr bourgeois idea.~ dming the Ami-Spiritual 

Pollution Campaign carried our by rhe government 
in 1983:'·4 '(his fear of ahsm.1ctio11 reached its apex 

when the '85 Movemenr emerged, because rhe 

more radical artistic forms, such as performance arr, 

began co be carried our and propagated by rhe new 

generation. 

In the middle of the I 980s, however, the new 

arndemic painting had lost its revolutionary impulse, 

and rhe painters shifted rheir attention ro markering 

and producing academic-kitsch works. Along with 

traditional ink painring, the New Academic painting 

became the major genre propelling the Chinese 
art marker. Because of irs apolitical approach and 

marketability, the new academic painting also 

became a force in opposition to the avanr-gar<le arr 

that emerged in the mid-1980s, and thus we can say 

that it became nothing short of a pseudo-official arr. 

1n October 1984, under the influence of theAnri

Spiritual Pollution Campaign, the most influenriaJ 

official exhibition since the end of the Cultural 

Revolution, the Sixth National Arc Exhibition 

(Diliujie quangieo meishu zuopin zhanlrzn), opened 
in eighr cities, and "The Aware.led Works of che 

Sixrh National Arr Exhibition" opened for viewing 

in the National Art Museum of China in Beijing 
from December I 0, 1984 to January I 0, I 985. 1

~ 

111e exhibition resurrecced the policical themes and 
propagandist arr forms of the Culcura.l Revolution, 

and demonstrated char che new academicism 

carried rhc force of the dominant official arr style 

in che Chinese arc world. 'lhe iwrzrdrzrairc concenc 

and style of rhe exhibition provoked a widespread 

backlash among arciscs, especially rhe young. TI1is 

la.id the groundwork for the emergence of the '85 

Movement. 26 
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A group of Beijing intellectual youths, 1974. 

Photograph provided by Zhu Jinshi. 
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The Amateur Avant-Garde 

ln the 1970s and early 1980s, there was an anri

academicism, or a kind of unofficial "arr for arr's sake," 

in addition ro the one previously discussed in the 

academic camp. Compared with the academic one, 

this "pure arr" was born of a rebellious conception 

built upon ideas of individual freedom and social 

democracy. ·1 he absence of an academic background 

enabled these amateur yourhs ro express this idea 

of freedom within the idiom of motkrnist form 

regarded as novel ar rhe rime. "!hey also exhibited a 

kind of romantic lament, because reality is tragic and 

always less than ideal. 

In fact, this sclf-organiz.cd huahui (or amateur) 

arr, which emerged during the Cultural Revolution 

and reached its summit in the late 1970s, has never 

been considered a legitimate school, but instead a 

loose organization made up of s:i.lon-sryle gatherings, 

or life drawing reams, often associated ·wirh poeric 

activities. 1l1is typified the underground literary and 

artistic movements of the time, when there were a 

large number of young artists who despised the 

ideological arr of rhe Revolution :i.nd passionately 

pursued modern arr in Reijing, Shanghai, and orher 

cities. Most of them were self-made intellectuals 

whose reading covered many of the Chinese classics 

as well as the Western literary canon.~ Resides literary 

works, they taught themselves painting techniques 

utilizing references from rhe impressionists :i.nd 

posti m pression ists. 

In fact, modern movements spurring artistic 

activities, including new literature and poems, as well 

as the Democracy Wall phenomenon constirnted 

a whole set of initiatives at rhe rime. 'the year 

1974 wirnessed rhe climax of underground arrisric 

movements in Beijing. Painters and poet!>, including 

Zhou Maiyou, Zhu Jinshi, Peng Gang, Xie Yali, Feng 

Guodong, Wang Choudc, Ma Kclu, ·1ang Pinggang, 
Gu Cheng, Bei Dao, Chen Shaoping, and Zhong 

Ming, ofren gathered together. In addition, the Stars, 

who made a sensation at home and abroad in 1979, 

grew our of rhese underground artistic movements in 

the 1970s. 'Jhese artists ofren exhibited their works 

on Democracy Wall. In 1/.hou /vlaiyou's work Witness 

of the Ynm ( 1977), for example, the artist painted 

human eyes with the dares from the important 
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Figure 2.18 

Zhou Maiyou, Witness of the Yea~, 1977. 

hiscorical evenrs of the rwemieth cenrury embedded 

within the iris. 
While Democracy Wall had a wider cul rural and 

poliric.-:il signific:rnce, it had :in important connection 

to arristic practice. In August 1978. the first edition 
of the magazine Chinese Youth, which resumed afrer 

the Cultural Revolution, was banned for carrying 

an anicle written by a participant in the April Fifi:h 
Movemcnr. With the support of Hu Yaobang, the 

secretary general of the Communist Party of China's 
Central Committee at rhat time, the editorial office 
of 1,hinl'Jf' Youth posteci the eciirion on ,1 wnll in 

the Xidan discricc of Beijing in proccsc. Following 
rhis, quite a few so-c1lled big-character posrers 

were found on the wall, which was later dubbed 
Democracy Wall. Ar first, rhe posters on the wall 

were mainly concerned with unjust or false cases 
rhat had occurred during rhe- Cultural Revolution. 

111en, gradually, posters appeared calling for the 
reassessmen1 of Mao, his policies, and his I ho11gh1s, 

as well as openly demanding democracy, human 
righ1s, rule ofhiw, and ofcour.~e, free speech. 
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From the winter of 1978 ro the spring of 1981, 

a total of more rhan fifty nonofficial magazines 

were published in Beijing, most of which could be 

categorized as political. like E>cplora1ion and Forum, 
rogerher with some literary ones like Today and Soil. 
Ir was quire common for artists ro offer illustrations 

ro those magazines, through which amateur painters 

expressed rheir hopes of individual freedom and 

hum:in liberation within rhe stylistic idiom of 

abstraction, creating a new aesthetic they based on 

formalise beauty. Childish as their "abstraction" was, 

these images were profound forays into modernity 

compared ro those abstract paintings of rhe quasi

official academic group mentioned above. Beijing 

was the geographical locus of this salon phenomenon, 

which fell into three loose groups: :--lo :--lame, Scars, 

and the "loose wanderers." 

The No Name Artists 

The Yuyuanran Lake School, the predecessor of the 

No Name group, was the first group to staunchly 

uphold the principle of "art for art's sake"; chat is, 

they completely separated themselves from politics. 

In Chinese conremporary arr hisrory, rhe No Name 

group (W11mi11g Ima/mi) has been overlooked as 

the first self-organized Ima/mi during the Cultural 

Revolution. !x It began even earlier than the more 

widely known Stars group (Xingxing Ima/mi), which 
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Today, vol. 1, cover. 

Zhao Wenliang, Vang Vushu, and Shi Zhenyu (from left), sketching 

along the way, 1965. Photograph provided by Shi Zhenyu. 
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Figure 2.21 

Zhao Wenliang, August 18, 1966. 

emerged in 1979. Tnreresringly, No N.1111e also had 

one of che longest life spans of any collective group, 

persisting for nearly half a cenru1y. The histo1y of rhe 

No Name group can be traced back to 1959, when 
i',hao Wen liang and Yang Yushu met each l1tl1er at the 

Xihua fine Arts lnstitute. Xihua was one of the few 
priva1e ed11c11innal ins1i1u1es in M;m's ern. 1

q Over rhe 

nearly 50 years since their initial encounter, they not 

only formed a remarkable bond that goes well beyond 

mere friendship, but Zhao and Yang also became 

rhe spirirual farhers of rhe No Name group. Along 

with Zhang Da'an and Shi Zhenyu, whom they met 

around 1962, they lor111ed tl,e nucleus of the nascent 

group. 'lheir activities established the core philosophy 

of tl,e No Na111e group .ind laid the grou11dworl< fur 

irs furure direcrion. During rhe C.11lrural Revolurion, 

they rejected the policies of the day and instead 
advocated "arr for arc's sake." For instance, on August 

18, l 966, when Chairman Mao addressed che Red 
Guards in Tia11'a11111e11 Square, i'.hau We11li,111g, 

Yang Yushan, and Shi Zhenyu did not exactly throw 

themselves inro rhe revnl111innary frem.y. R;11her, ,hey 

decamped from the city center co the suburbs where 

they paimed all day long. le was for tl1is reason that 

Zhao Wenliang inscribed on the back of his painting 

"8-18": "Afn:r this painting was rnmpleced, rhe 

bloody terror of 8-18 occurred. I stopped painting 

for 15 days. 011 Ocwber 21 rn again lllok up the 

brush. 'lhis painting has lain dormant in my carrying 

rnse fur nearly ten years now." 30 
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Figure 2.22 

Zhao Wenliang, August 18, words on the back. 
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figure 2.23 

Zheng Ziyan. Zhao Wenliang, Li Shan. and Ma Kelu (from left). making sketches 

concerning zi zhu yuan, 1974. Photograph provided by Zhao Wenliang. 
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Tian'anmen, April 5, 1976. Photograph provided by Zhao Wenliang. 
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After 1973, some rnlenred young scudenrs 

rerurned from rhe counrryside, where rhey had been 

sent by rhe government for "reeducation," and soon 

joined Zhao Wenliang and Yang Yushu's art circle. 

·1 hese young people included Zhang Wei, Li Shan, 

and Ma Kelu, among orhers. 'lhey formed a larger 

group char people would later call the Yuyuantan 

Lake School of painting (Y11y1111J1tm1 lm11p11i). Under 

the instruction of Zhao Wenliang and Yang Yushu, 

these young painters would often make time on 

weekends and holidays to go outside and paint from 

life in the plein air rradirion. Many times the ;mists 

numbered ~omc twenty or more. Significantly, in 

1976, when the April f-ifrh event occurred. the No 

Name group was there in Tian'anmen Square. ·1 he 

event was initiated by the masses' commemorative 

acrivitics on rhe occasion of rhedcarh of Premier 1/,hou 

Enbi on April 5, a dace when people traditionally 

commemorated their ancestors and celebrated the 

Qingrning J-."escival. 

However, on chis occasion, the event rurned 

inro a political demonstration against the Cultural 

Revolution and its leadership, the Gang offour, as well 

as Mao himself: Some artists of the ~o Name group 

participated directly in che demonstrations, some 

fought wirh the police, and some busied themselYes 

recording rhis historic political evenr, painting 

scenes of the demonstrations at the i'vlonument to 

the People's l lcroes. Interestingly, they did not use 

standard methods co narrate the scene, bur rather 

expressed these evenrs in rhe form of landscapes. 

'!he same kind of represemation of the Democracy 

Wall movement which rook place in Beijing in 1978 

can be seen in Ma Kclu's painting Dn11ocr11q Wall 
(1978), done in oil on paper. In the painting, smoke 

spreads everywhere from the big-character posters 

ro suggest anger and provocative voices against 

authority. A man leaning on a walking stick hints at 

the leader of the Star group, Ma Oesheng, as he rakes 
in rhe demonstration on the street. 

;\Jo matter how much we might want to pass 

judgmenr 011 rhe impressionistic, quasi-rradirional 

literati landscape painting of the \Jo Name group, the 

phenomenon ofrhe group is one of the indispensable 

parts of rhe arr from rhe Cul rural Revolution and irs 

aftermath. Without the presence of the underground 

arr from rhis period, rhe narrative of the arr history of 
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Wei Hai. Zheng Ziyan, and Zhang Wei (from left) at 

Tian·anmen, April 5, 1976. Photograph provided by 

Zhao Wenliang. 

Zheng Ziyan, In Memory, 1976. 

Ma Kelu. Democracy Wall. 1978. 
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Figure 2.28 

Li Shan. Water Lily, 1978. 

90 Chapter 2 

the Cultural Revolution would be incomplete. 'lhe 

No Name group is also an imporranr, bur overlooked, 

phenomenon within the historical trajectory of 

Chinese modernity and rhe ensuing avanr-garde of 

the twentieth century. 
·1 Ii rough tlu:'.ir i1111oce11L landscapes, these artist5 

expressed their sincere feelings about truth, beauty, 
and harmony under rhe circumscances of the diny, 

oppressively politicized Cultural Revolution period. 
Furthermore, rhe choice of landscape and life 

drawing had everything to do with opposing the 
political trends of China in rhl" l 960s and 1970s. 

'lhis kind of art was considered "antirealist." lt was 

banned and criticized as a manif<:starion of bourgrnis 

modernism. 'lhe choice to go to the suburbs co paint 

was made nor because rhe arrisrs found rhe location 

to have the most delightful subject matter, but 

because ir brought the least amount of rrouble and 

let the artists go about their work unwitnessed and 

unpunished. Moreover, it was some small comfort 

and mental support for the individual artists to he 

able to go our as a group and painr. Together they 

could experience a sense of freedom. 

In 1975, during che Culcural Revolution, rhe 

anises of the No Name organized an underground 
exhibition in Zhang Wei's home in the aparrmenr 

building called 203 Big Yard.ii le is imporranc ro keep 

in mind char chis kind of "themdess" (or apolitical 

suhject matter) painting-scill life, portraiture, and 

landscape-only appeared in 1979, rwo years afrer rhe 

Cultural Revolution, at the "'lwelve-Person Show" in 

Shanghai and the "New Spring Painring" exhibition 

in Beijing, when the government hegan to adopt 

an open policy. Still life was prohibited during the 

Culrmal Revolution due ro irs bomgeois rendency. 

Any naturally beauriful scene, such as a woman and 

Aowers, would be seen as a corrnpred rheme. As 

Mao said, "They love their battle array, nor silks and 

satins" (Buai hongzhuang ai wuzhuang). 11 'I he artists 

of rhe No Name, however, painted a numbers of srill 

lifos of tlowers. Among the artists, Li Shan was a still 

life specialise. lnnocence and purity were symbols of 

heaury, nor only for women bur for all the Chinese 

who were looking for a peaceful life. Yang Yushu also 

painred a srill life with plum blossoms, one oF the 

four symbols of virtues in ancient literati painting. co 

symholize encouragement against the cruelty of'Mao's 
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Cultural Revolution. • I he painting was done on the 

very day afrer rhe end of the Culrnral Revolmion in 

1976. After the devastation of the "harsh winter," the 

flower was srill alive. TI1erefurc, rhe painting could be 

described as a self-portrait of the artist. 

Afu:r die Cultural Revolution, in 1979, with 

support from Liu Xun, an official leader from the 
Beijing Artists Association, No Name held its firsr 

official arr exhibition in the lkihai district in Beijing. 
Ir was ar this time that the name "No Name" first 

came into formal usage_.l-l Two months later, another 
avanr-garde <:vt'nC, cht" Scars group's firsr sdf

organized exhibition, took place, causing a public 

sensation which led tu its being shut Juwn by die 

police. Above all, seen from the perspective of the 

Chinese indigenous scene, rhe No Name group's 

pursuit of "arr for art's sake" was almost unique in 

rhe second half of rhe rwenrierh century in China. 

"lhe subjective value of the No Name group was 

individual and elire, and arr was, for chem, a quasi

religious way of eliminating emotion and exiling che 

sr.:lf from an idealess socicry. 

!-'or nearly fifty years now, through every sore 

of political and economic vicissitude, the No Name 

group has been consistently overlooked. Never have 
they received official plaudits, nor have chey achieved 

commercial success. Naturnlly they look upon the 

latter with undisguised diffidence, continuing tu 

uphold rheir original helief in "arr for art's sake." 

No wonder people have taken co calling 

chem rhe conremporary version of Bo Yi and Shu 

Qi. Bo Yi and Shu Qi were brothers, as well as 

princes, during the Shang Dynasry (1766-1122 

B.C.). Historical documents recorded char after 

the Zhou Dynasry (1121-221 R.C.) rook over the 

empire from chc Shang, chc princes refused co car 

7.hou's rice and died on Shouyang mounrnin. 1l1e 

story can be seen as a metaphor. Comparing the 

artists to these hrorhers expresses Zhao and Yang's 

refusal co prostrate themselves, either to the polirieaJ 

powers of the time or the current materialism. A 

half-century of reclusive life has indeed enlightened 
Zh,10 Wenli,1ng ,ind Y.1ng Y11sh11, ,ind they seem ro 

have become modern self-cultivated literati, in a 

rradirional moral sense. nm when we consider the 

No Name as an important phenomenon of Chinese 

conremporary art, the tragic, anonymous fore of rhe 

Figure 2.29 

Yang Yushu, After Calamity, 1976. 
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group becomes a significant oversight in Chinese art

hiscorical research. "lhe continued anonymity of the 

No ~ame group cannot be considered an isolated 

incident; rather. it implicates. and perpetuates, the 

incomplete view in which we narrate the history of 

Chinese modern art. 

The Stars 

'lhe second major group, chronologically speaking, 

is the Stars, a painting group that advocated 

artistic intervention inco society, even though 

they accomplished this with the artistic formalism 

characterisric of the philosophy inherent in "arr 

for art's sake." • l he Scars (Xi11g xing) were che mosr 

concroversial group during the post-Culrural 

Revolurion period. 11 ·1 hey, roo, were of rhe same 

Red Guard generation as rhe scar painters, bur rhey 

were principally self-taught artists (i.e., not trained 

in rhe academy). ·1he Scars were, in a popular sense, 

the first inAuential avant-garde group, challenging 

both aesthetic conventions and political authority. 

Their use of formerly banned Western styles, from 

postimpressionism to abstract expressionism. was an 

implicit criticism of the status quo. ·11ie group's first 

exhibition. in September 1979, was a provocative 

display of about 140 works by rwenty-three artists, 

hung without official permission on che fence outside 

rhe National Arr Museum of China, Beijing. Afrer 

the police disrupted the exhibition. the artists posted 

a notice on Democracy Wall and staged a procesr 

march. ·11ie Stars were then granted their first formal 

exhibition ("Xing xing huazhan"), approved by rhe 

authorities, which was held in the Huafangzhai (the 

hall of painting boat) of Bcihai Park, Beijing, in 

November of that same year. ·1 his rime, 163 works 

by twenty-tluee anises were displayed. ;s 

In March 1980, Ml'ishu published an arricle 

abour rhe Scars by Li Xianring which quored Qu 

Leiki, a Scars painter, as advocating "arc for che 

sake of self-expression" (ziwobit1oxi1111 de yishu). 11
' 

·1 he article prompted a debate about :trt's function 

rhat continued for rwo years. 'lhe Scars held yer 

another exhibition, also wirh official approval, at the 

National Art Museum of China, Beijing, in August 

1980. Although the group's primary intention was 

co critici1e orthodoxy implicitly by emphasi1ing 
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Scene of the Stars exhibition. 1979. From Gao. ed .. The '85 Move

ment.· A11 Anthology of Historical Sources, 17. 

Scene of the Stars exhibition. 1979. Wang Keping's wood 

sculpture is visible in the background. From Gao. ed .. The 

'85 Movement: An Anthology of Historical Sources, 18. 
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Protest of the Stars group. 1979. Beijing (at front is Ma Desheng). 

From Gao. ed., The '85 Movement: An Anthology of Historical 

Sources, 21. 

Protest of the Stars group. 1979, Beijing. From Gao, ed., The ·95 

Moveme11t: An Anthology of Historical Sources, 28. 
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Group photo of the Stars outside the National Art Museum of China 

in Beijing, where they held their second exhibition in 1980: Shi Jing• 

sheng (first from left), Ma Desheng (second from left), Chen Fan (third 

from left), A Cheng (fourth from left), Li Yongcun (aka Bo Yun) (seventh 

from left), and Gu Lei lei (seventh from right). From Gao et al., The '85 

Movemellt: The E11/igllte11me111 of the Clli11ese Ava11t-Garde, 49. 

self-expression (ziwobi11oxi11n), this show became 

controversial for its overt political coment. In 
particular, a sculpture by \Xiang Keping, Idol, turns 

Mao's portrait into an image of Ruddha, in order 

to hint at the personal worship that peaked during 

the Culrural Revolution. ln another work, tided 

Silence, a man appears wich his mouch blocked by 
a wooden stick to keep him from talking. /\II these 

images use meraphor ro speak about the people's 

desire for freedom and democracy and opposition to 

dicrarorship. 

After the exhibition was criticized by the 

authorities, most of the Stars artists moved 

o,·erseas. In 1989, on the tenth anni,·ersary of the 

Stars' debut, the major figure in the group, Ma 
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Desheng, wrote, "Every artist is a star. Even great 

artists are scars from rhe cosmic point of view. Ten 
years ago we called our group the Stars in order to 

emphasize our individuality. 1his was directed at 

the drab uniformity of the Cultural Revolution.'T 

Individuality and freedom are bound together wirh 

hope for rhe furn re and for a new modem nation, as 
suggested in Qu Lcilei's print Homeland, Homeland' 
No. I. ']he differem artists of the group held differem 

ideas about art. Some favored abstract expressionism, 

some cubism, and others impressionism. '[heir 

socially critical rone, however, was similar to rhe 

search for previously proscribed individual freedom. 

In contrast with the No Name group, the Stars 

have been the best-known avant-garde group in 
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figure 2.35 

Wang Keping, Silence, 1979. 

Figure 2.37 

Qu Leilei, Homeland, Homeland! No. 1, 1979. 

Figure 2.36 

Wang Keping, Idol, 1980. 
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the post-Culwral Revolution period, due co rhe 

sensarional closing of rheir exhibition under polirical 

pressure. '!his can perhaps be considered parallel with 

the "China/Avant-Garde" exhibition in 1989, which 

was shut down twice. Both drew a lot of attention 

from rhe public and rhe authorities. ·1 here is a 

tremendous discrepancy, however, berween the rwo 

in terms of scale and rhe specific motivations of the 

artists from the two different periods. for instance, 

the avanr-garde artists of the 1980s no longer 

concerned themselves too much with self-expression 

and intrinsic, individual values; rather, rhey followed 

a broad universal idealism. Nonetheless, rhe hisrorical 

circumstances char transformed an arriscic accivicy 

into a historical, political event remained rhe same. 

Both the Stars exhibition and rhe "China/Avanr

Garde" exhibition developed unpredictably; borh 

were closed and became political events. In the case of 

''China/Avant-Garde." the cause may nor have been 

the exhibition itself bur the performance thar emerged 

suddenly from ir, in parricubr rhe rwo gunshots by 

Xiao Lu (discussed in chapter 4). '!he unpredierable 

Stars show, however, had been secrecly predicted by 

the artists involved. ln the early summer of 1979, 

I iuang Rui and Ma Desheng, the cwo organilers 

of rhe Scars group, submitted an application ro rhe 

Beijing Arrisrs Associarion. Ir was accepted by rhe 

chairman of rhe association, Liu Xun. Because of the 

full schedule of the association's art gallery, Liu could 

only promise to have a Scars exhibition in rhe next 

year, 1980. • 1 he arrisrs of rhe Sr;irs could nor wair, 

and finally decided ro secretly open rheir exhibition 

in rhe public park near rhe National Arr Museum of 

China wichour a norc to Liu Xun. (Noncrhclcss Liu 

Xun welcomed the exhibition and ·was present in the 

p:irk; in :i photo from the event, \X/;ing is showing 

his work ro Liu.) However, nobody predicted rhe 

shutdown by the police, which wrncd the show into 

a policical proccsc. 

Loose Wanderers 

'lhe lasr group can be defined as rhe "loose wanderers" 

(xi11oy110), which could be found in many cities 

during rhe !arc 1970s. In Beijing rhc group was led 

by Guan Wei, Guan Naixin, Song Hong, and others. 

·1 heir view of arr was located berween char of rhe No 
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Stars outdoor exhibition, 1979, with Qu Lei lei (first from left), Liu 

Xun, chairman of the Beijing Artists Association (second from left), 

Li Shuang (third from left), Wang Keping (fifth from left). From Gao, 

ed., The '85 Movement: An Anthology of Historical Sources, 32. 

Name and the Stars: they believed rhe principle of 

"art for arr's sake" was not so much abour arr itself, as 

rhe ~o Name group proposed, nor did they believe 

char should arr be used as a political rool, as rhe 

Srars insisted; insread arr should be viewed as pan 

of our daily life. 1heir arrirudc might be summed 

up as "we arc living in arc."" Considering rhis, rheir 

arr was very much like a kind of "loose wandering" 

(xinoyno), wirh :i kind of reclusive lifestyle as :in 

essential fcarure of rheir ourlook. 'lhe acriviries of 

this group included frequent muwal visits among 

arciscs, poccs, musicians, and wriccrs co gcncracc 
salon discussions, poetry readings, life drawings, rhe 

singing of songs, and debares in philosophy. 1
'' In facr, 

rhese kinds of avanr-garde acriviries can be found in 

many cities in rhc second half of rhe 1970s ;ind rhc 

I 980s, bur rhus far rhey have never been considered 

as a lcgicimare artistic movement, or a school with a 

true name. ·1 herefore, I have given rhern the name 

"loose wanderers." 
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If we see rhe entire amateur avant-garde arr of the 

1970s as parr of China's "modernity in arr" campaign 

after the Cultural Revolution, we must also recognize 

"individuality" as irs core and soul. lndiYidual style 

and self-expression were the major pursuits. ln rhe 

menglong shi, or misty poerry, by Bei Dao and Gu 

Cheng, and in rhe pain rings by rhe Stars, rhis type of 

self-expression took the form of tender feelings and 

self-love of the petit bourgeois, but with strong anger at 

the authorities and deep sympathy for the multitude, 

which we can trace back to early-rwenrierh-cenrury 

literature. \X/hat should be remembered is that this 

petit bourgeois taste was regarded as the true human 

spirit under the circumstances just after the Cultural 

Revolution. It was a sign of rhe revival of belief in rhe 

nobility of human nature-somewhat senrimenral, 

melancholy, and exemplified by one's lamenr over 

adversity and suffering. 

Although the social function of the hunlmi arr 

in the l 970s was to call for freedom and to criticize 

the feudal concentration of power, this function still 

attached itself to a petit bourgeois aesthetic taste 

while embracing rhe concept of "arr for art's sake." 

lliis could also explain why the Stars later became a 

political issue, though their paintings were basically 

made in pursuit of stylization, ''formalist beauty," 

and the expression of emotions, the only notable 

exceptions being a few wood carvings by \'¼mg 

Keping whose provocative composition acrually 

carried some political implications. ·1 hus there 

seems to have been a dislocation in the aesthetic 

conceptions and social awareness of the 1970s 

underground groups, in the paintings of the Stars, 

the No Name, and misty poetry alike. l lowever, as l 

have mentioned above, this dislocation was necessary 

at the rime, and makes much more sense in the 

specific context. Because the aesthetic spirit of petir 

bourgeois arr in the 1970s was explicitly rebelling 

agait1st the Cultural Revolution, the petit bourgeois 

aesthetic ideas thar originally concenrrated on self

directed and inward orientations could function as 

social critique. 

This is why these amateur avant-garde circles did 

nor have a mature and consi,tent style, aesthetically 

speaking. Perhaps only the No Name had consistency 

in terms of artistic conception and expression. 'lhe 

amateur avant-garde artists were still hesitating as to 

whether objects in artistic works should reAecr more 

of the "self" of the subject or more truthfully represent 

the ourer visual reality. '(hi, hesitation could be seen 

in paintings by some members of the No ~ame 

and rhe Stars. Individual aesthetic choices \.Vere 

built on self-awareness, comrary ro rhe "11011-ego" 

philosophical approach advocated by rhe precepts 

of the Culrural Revolution. Meanwhile, self-aware 

aesthetics deemed "beauty" to be the final outcome 

of utopia, a harmonious integration of truthfulness, 

goodness, and beaury. Although rebellious in rhe 

sphere of social awareness, the avant-gardists of the 

1970s still revered harmony, perfection, and unity 

and detested ugliness and disharmony. ·1 his kind 

of perir bourgeois aestheticism exactly marched rhe 

high-ranking family backgrounds ofrhc arrists. Most 

of the artists in the No Name group were born into 

sent-down intellecrual families. Members of rhe Stars 

may have had a higher origin. Ai Weiwei's father 

was Ai Qing (a renowned writer in China), and 

Wang Keping, Qu Leilci, and Bo Yun were all from 

families of high-ranking officials and revolutionary 

inrellecruals. Although they were persecuted during 

the Culrural Revolution, they were privileged 

culrurally afterward. 'lhey were worlds apart from 

rhe pioneer youth who later rose up in the '85 avanr

garde mo,·emenr. 'lhe latter were born in the l 960s, 

so rhey did nor experience rhe Cultural Revolurion 

as working artists; and they were commoners, and 

thus more rebellious in culture rather than merely 

in politics. 
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Part Two 

The ·as Movement 
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